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Abstract
Tensor models in various forms are being studied as models of quantum grav-
ity. Among them the canonical tensor model has a canonical pair of rank-three
tensors as dynamical variables, and is a pure constraint system with first-class con-
straints. The Poisson algebra of the first-class constraints has structure functions,
and provides an algebraically consistent way of discretizing the Dirac first-class
constraint algebra for general relativity. This paper successfully formulates the
Wheeler-DeWitt scheme of quantization of the canonical tensor model; the order-
ing of operators in the constraints is determined without ambiguity by imposing
Hermiticity and covariance on the constraints, and the commutation algebra of
constraints takes essentially the same from as the classical Poisson algebra, i.e. is
first-class. Thus one could consistently obtain, at least locally in the configuration
space, wave functions of “universe” by solving the partial differential equations
representing the constraints, i.e. the Wheeler-DeWitt equations for the quantum
canonical tensor model. The unique wave function for the simplest non-trivial case
is exactly and globally obtained. Although this case is far from being realistic, the
wave function has a few physically interesting features; it shows that locality is
favored, and that there exists a locus of configurations with features of beginning
of universe.
∗sasakura@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
1 Introduction
Tensor models were first proposed to describe simplicial quantum gravity in dimensions higher
than two, with the hope to extend the success of matrix models in the two-dimensional case
[1, 2, 3]. Tensor models were also extended to describe loop quantum gravity by considering
group-valued indices [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].∗ However, the original tensor models with symmetric
tensors have some unfavored features from the view point of simplicial quantum gravity [2,
10], and had actually been unsuccessful in obtaining sensible analytical results for a long
period of time. This was drastically changed by the advent of colored tensor models [11],
whose dynamical variables are unsymmetric tensors. The colored tensor models have good
correspondence to simplicial manifolds, and a number of interesting analytical results have
been derived so far [12]. The colored tensor models have also stimulated the developments of
the renormalization procedure for tensor group field theories [13, 14, 15, 16]. However, since
the dominant simplicial manifolds in colored tensor models have been shown to be branched
polymers [17], it is remaining as a serious open question how wide-spread spaces like our
universe can be dominated in tensor models, while some interesting variants of colored tensor
models have been explored [18, 19, 20, 21], and sub-dominant contributions have been studied
[22].
A possible resolution of the problem may be obtained by considering time direction more
seriously. The above developments of colored tensor models have basically been dealing with
Euclidean signature. While, in field theories on flat spaces, results for Minkowski signature
are obtainable by analytic continuations from computations in Euclidean signature, it is not
clear at all whether this is also true for dynamical space-time. In fact, Causal Dynamical
Triangulation (CDT), which is simplicial quantum gravity incorporating time direction, has
numerically been shown to generate wide-spread simplicial spaces [23], while Dynamical Tri-
angulation, namely the Euclidean case, is not successful in this respect. It is also instructive
that matrix models have been constructed for two-dimensional CDT [24, 25].
On account of these facts suggesting the importance of time direction in quantum gravity,
the present author has proposed a tensor model in the canonical formalism, dubbed canoni-
cal tensor model [26, 27, 28]. It has a canonical pair of rank-three tensors as its dynamical
variables, and is defined as a pure first-class constraint system. The on-shell closure of the
first-class constraint Poisson algebra guarantees the consistency of “many-fingered time” evo-
lutions, and the fact that it has structure functions makes the dynamics non-trivial. In view
of these features, the canonical tensor model is very similar to general relativity; in the ADM
formalism [29], general relativity is a pure constraint system with first-class constraints, and
the Poisson algebra of these constraints has structure functions [30, 31, 29, 32]. In fact, this
Dirac constraint algebra for general relativity can be obtained from the constraint algebra of
the canonical tensor model by taking a formal locality limit [26]. Since the Dirac constraint al-
gebra plays a major role in geometrodynamics [33], it would be a highly interesting possibility
that the canonical tensor model reproduces general relativity in a certain, yet unknown, in-
frared limit. For this to be seen, first of all, a space-like object must be dynamically generated
∗This class of tensor models are called group field theories. For instance, see [9] for a recent interesting
discussion.
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from the canonical tensor model, and more specifically the formal locality limit mentioned
above must be derived from dynamics. The purpose of the present paper is to take a first step
in this direction by formulating quantization of the canonical tensor model and treating the
simplest non-trivial case.
In Section 2, the classical canonical tensor model [26, 27, 28] is reviewed. For simplicity,
this paper deals only with the minimal canonical tensor model, which was introduced in the
previous paper [28], since the quantization is more or less the same for other non-minimal mod-
els. In Section 3, the Wheeler-DeWitt scheme of quantization of the canonical tensor model is
formulated. The canonical variables are lifted to Heisenberg operators, and the ordering of the
operators in the constraints is determined unambiguously by imposing Hermiticity and covari-
ance on the constraints. Then it is shown that the commutation algebra of the constraints is
first-class. Because of the on-shell closure of the commutation algebra, one could consistently
obtain, at least locally in the configuration space, wave functions of “universe” which satisfy
the partial differential equations representing the constraints. In Section 4, the unique wave
function for the simplest non-trivial case is exactly and globally obtained by solving the full
set of Wheeler-DeWitt equations. In Section 5, the physical interpretation of the exact wave
function is discussed. The wave function shows that locality is favored and that there exists
a locus which may be interpreted as beginning of universe. The final section is devoted to
summary and discussions.
2 Classical canonical tensor model
The dynamical variables of the minimal canonical tensor model [28] are a pair of real and
symmetric rank-three tensors, Mabc and Pabc (a, b, c = 1, 2, . . . , N),
Mabc = M
∗
abc = Mbca = Mcab = Mbac = Macb = Mcba, (1)
Pabc = P
∗
abc = Pbca = Pcab = Pbac = Pacb = Pcba. (2)
They are assumed to satisfy the canonical Poisson brackets,
{Mabc, Pdef} =
∑
σ
δa σ(d)δb σ(e)δc σ(f), (3)
{Mabc,Mdef} = {Pabc, Pdef} = 0, (4)
where the summation is over all the permutations of d, e, f .
With these canonical variables, the constraints are expressed as
Ha = 1
2
MabcMbdePcde, (5)
J[ab] = 1
4
(PacdMbcd − PbcdMacd) , (6)
D = −1
6
MabcPabc, (7)
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where the repeated indices are assumed to be summed over. This convention will implicitly be
used unless otherwise stated in this paper. Here [ab] symbolically indicates the antisymmetry,
J[ab] = −J[ba]. The second constraints are the infinitesimal generators of the kinematical
symmetry, which is globally the orthogonal group O(N),
M ′abc = Laa′Lbb′Lcc′Ma′b′c′, L ∈ O(N). (8)
The third constraint is the generator of a scaling transformation, and was introduced in [28]
to prevent the typical runaway behaviors of the dynamics. The scaling constraint makes the
configuration space effectively compact, and the dynamics will behave well. The first and
second constraints may be called the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints, respectively,
expressing their corresponding physical roles in analogy with general relativity.
These constraints form a first-class constraint Poisson algebra given by
{H(T1), H(T2)} = J([T˜1, T˜2]), (9)
{J(V ), H(T )} = H(V T ), (10)
{J(V1), J(V2)} = J([V1, V2]), (11)
{D, H(T )} = H(T ), (12)
{D, J(V )} = 0, (13)
where
H(T ) = TaHa, (14)
J(V ) = V[ab]J[ab], (15)
with a real vector Ta and an antisymmetric real matrix V[ab] = −V[ba]. On the right-hand sides
of the Poisson algebra, T˜ is a symmetric real matrix defined by
T˜bc = TaMabc, (16)
V T is the multiplication of a matrix and a vector, and [ , ] denotes the matrix commutator.
Since the right-hand side of (9) contains T˜ dependent on M , the algebra has structure func-
tions, but not structure constants. This feature makes the fairly simple Poisson algebra rather
non-trivial and raises the expectation that physically interesting dynamics would occur in the
canonical tensor model.
A time reversal symmetry for the model can be formulated by the invariance of the con-
straints (and therefore the constraint Poisson algebra) under
Ha(M,P )→ −Ha(M,−P ), (17)
J[ab](M,P )→ −J[ab](M,−P ), (18)
D(M,P )→ −D(M,−P ). (19)
An important implication of this symmetry is to prevent an ambiguity in defining the scaling
constraint D. In fact, merely for the closure of the constraint algebra, D is allowed to have
an arbitrary real constant shift, D + d, but this violates the time reversal symmetry (19).
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A physical interpretation of the canonical rank-three tensor model is a Hamilton dynamical
theory for fuzzy spaces [38, 39]. A fuzzy space is a generalization of the concept of the so-called
non-commutative space, and is defined by an algebra of functions fa (a = 1, 2, . . . , N) on it,
the product of which is given by
fa ⋆ fb = Cab
cfc, (20)
where Cab
c are the structure constants of the function algebra. Thus a fuzzy space is essentially
characterized by the rank-three tensor Cab
c, and, by making it dynamical, one obtains a
dynamical theory of fuzzy spaces. In the correspondence to the rank-three tensor model [38],
a fuzzy space is also assumed to be equipped with a trace-like symmetric and real inner product
satisfying
〈fa|fb ⋆ fc〉 = 〈fa ⋆ fb|fc〉 = 〈fc ⋆ fa|fb〉, (21)
and also a complex conjugation,
fa
∗ = fa, (22)
(fa ⋆ fb)
∗ = fb ⋆ fa. (23)
Then the variableMabc of the rank-three tensor model can be related to the structure constants
by identifyingMabc = Cab
d〈fd|fc〉 for an orthonormal basis of functions satisfying 〈fa|fb〉 = δab.
In the case of the minimal tensor model with the property (1), the function algebra is also
commutative,
fa ⋆ fb = fb ⋆ fa. (24)
The above defining properties of fuzzy spaces are in fact naturally encountered in physical
situations. For instance, let me first consider a usual D-dimensional continuous space. On it,
an arbitrary function can be expressed by a linear combination of Dirac delta functions,
f con.z = δ
D(x− z), (25)
where x and z are the argument and the label of the functions, respectively, and they both
take the values of the D-dimensional spatial coordinate. Thus the basis of functions can be
given by {f con.z | z ∈ RD}. The product of the basis functions can be computed as
f con.z1 f
con.
z2
= δD(x− z1)δD(x− z2) = δD(z1 − z2)δD(x− z1) = δD(z1 − z2)f con.z1 . (26)
Therefore the function algebra of the usual continuous space has the structure constants given
by Dirac delta functions. Also with 〈f con.z1 |f con.z2 〉con. = δD(z1 − z2), one can readily check that
the usual continuous space satisfy the above defining properties of fuzzy spaces, namely (21),
(22), (23) (and also (24)).
It is also easy to give other physically natural examples with spatial “fuzziness”. For
instance, the scheme of momentum cutoff is an important regularization scheme in physics,
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and actually defines a fuzzy space. Here the products of plane waves† are chopped as
eipx ⋆ eiqx =
{
ei(p+q)x if |p+ q| < Λ,
0 otherwise,
(27)
where |p|, |q| < Λ. Also with 〈eipx|eiqx〉plane = δD(p+q), one can readily show that all the above
defining properties of fuzzy spaces are satisfied. This plane wave algebra is a commutative
non-associative algebra, and encodes a geometric property of the fuzzy space in the algebra,
because of the existence of the cutoff scale Λ. This is in sharp contrast with the so-called
non-commutative spaces, in which geometric properties are encoded in Dirac operators [34].
The above plane wave fuzzy space is not suited for practical computation, because of the
sharp momentum cutoff. A more computable fuzzy space of a similar kind can be defined by
a function algebra [35],
f gaussz1 ⋆ f
gauss
z2
=
∫
dDz3 Mz1z2z3 f
gauss
z3
, (28)
Mz1z2z3 = c(β, g) exp
[−β ((z1 − z2)2 + (z2 − z3)2 + (z3 − z1)2)] , (29)
where
z2 = gµν z
µzν (30)
with constant gµν , and c(β, g) is a coefficient dependent on β and g = Det[gµν ]. Here the
zi’s are the D-dimensional coordinates labeling functions, and µ, ν = 1, 2, . . . , D. Also with
〈f gaussz1 |f gaussz2 〉gauss = δD(z1 − z2), one can readily check that all the above defining properties
of fuzzy spaces are satisfied. The parameter β is redundant in the sense that it can be
absorbed into the redefinition of gµν , but is convenient in describing the scale of fuzziness by
implicitly assuming gµν = O(1). From the function algebra (28) and (29), one can see that
the scale of fuzziness is in the order of 1/
√
β, and the function algebra approaches (26) of
the usual continuous space in the limit β → ∞ by appropriately choosing the normalization
c(β, g). Thus the β →∞ limit can be considered to be a locality limit in which the fuzziness
disappears and the fuzzy space becomes the usual continuous space. Note that this notion of
locality that Mxyz dominates only at x ∼ y ∼ z is dependent on the basis taken for functions
and is generally obscured by the orthogonal transformation (8). In fact there exists an O(N)
invariant which measures the locality and it will appear in Section 5.
Now let me go back to discuss the canonical tensor model. The part (9), (10) and (11)
of the Poisson algebra has some similarity to the Dirac constraint algebra [30, 31, 29, 32] for
general relativity. In fact, the latter can formally be derived from the former in the locality
limit [26]. In the paper [26], the initial assumption is to formally replace the tensor indices to
spacial coordinates and consider a localized form of the tensor as given in (29). By putting
this form into the evaluation of the matrix commutator in the right-hand side of (9) and taking
†Because of the reality condition of functions (22), it is necessary to to consider real functions such as
eipx + e−ipx and i(eipx − e−ipx) rather than eipx. Here such a rather trivial and non-essential change of basis
is suppressed for simplicity.
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the locality limit β →∞ with an appropriate choice of c(β, g), one can reproduce the Poisson
bracket between Hamiltonian constraints of the Dirac algebra of general relativity. The other
rather trivial kinematical Poisson brackets in general relativity can also be derived in similar
fashions. Strictly speaking, the derivation in [26] is explicit merely for constant gµν . However,
a coordinate-invariant generalization can straightforwardly be done by assuming instead a
coordinate-invariant form [36],
Mxyz = c(β) [g(x)g(y)g(z)]
1
4 exp
[−β (d(x, y)2 + d(y, z)2 + d(z, x)2)] , (31)
where g(x) = Det[gµν(x)], and d(x, y) is the geodesic distance between x and y. This general-
ization does not change the final result in the locality limit β → ∞, since the derivatives of
gµν(x) with respect to x are in higher orders of 1/β, and vanish in the locality limit. More-
over the Gaussian form of (29) is not essential; it can be any form which respects a kind of
locality, Mxyz dominates only in the neighborhood of x ∼ y ∼ z, with a strict locality limit
β →∞. Certainly the derivation depends on such formal assumptions, and it is necessary to
have a dynamical reason for them. This is an important purpose of studying the dynamics of
the canonical tensor model. It will be shown in Section 5 that the locality is indeed favored
dynamically in the simplest non-trivial case.
What looks peculiar in (17) is the minus sign in front of Ha in the right-hand side. This
comes from the fact that Ha is linear in P . On the other hand, the Hamiltonian constraint in
general relativity does not have the minus sign under the time reversal transformation, since
it is quadratic in πµν(x), which is the momentum conjugate to the metric tensor field gµν(x).
So, to delete the minus sign in (17), one would then tend to propose M → −M instead of
P → −P under the time reversal transformation. Though this possibility cannot absolutely be
denied, it seems implausible, because the assumption (31) used in the derivation of the Dirac
algebra in general relativity does not seem compatible with the time reversal transformation
of gµν(x). This qualitative difference between Ha and the Hamiltonian constraint in general
relativity suggests that, if existed, the relation between them would be more involved than
what superficially looks in the forms of the Poisson algebras. Even if so, there still exists good
motivation for studying the dynamics of the canonical tensor model in relation to general
relativity, since the dynamics of the canonical tensor model in the formal locality limit and
that of the general relativity are controlled by the same Dirac or the hypersurface deformation
algebra of the general relativity [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
Finally, it would be worth giving comments on the rank of tensors. The rank-three is
intimately related to the interpretation that the tensor model is a dynamical theory of fuzzy
spaces, as explained above. Since fuzzy spaces can in principle approximate any dimensional
spaces, the rank-three tensor model is expected to contain any dimensional quantum gravity.
Therefore, though a rank-three tensor is the minimum and simplest tensor over a matrix, the
rank-three tensor model should be enough for the purpose of quantum gravity. On the other
hand, there is a good motivation to consider higher rank tensors in view of simplicial quantum
gravity. Presently, however, it seems hard to proceed for the higher rank tensors in the same
manner as the rank-three tensor model. The construction and the proof of uniqueness of the
hamiltonian constraints for the rank-three tensor model have been carried out by brute force
analysis in [27, 26]. This kind of analysis becomes much more complicated and difficult for
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higher rank tensors; the closure condition of the constraint algebra generally becomes much
more difficult to be satisfied, because much more terms are generated from computations of
Poisson brackets. In fact, a simple analogical trial such as Ha = MabcdeMbcghiPdeghi for rank-
five symmetric tensors does not seem to work. One would need a more sophisticated and
systematic methodology for the analysis.
3 Quantization
There exist two main quantization schemes for gravity, the reduce phase space quantization
and the Wheeler-DeWitt one. As discussed in [37], the former scheme would be inappropriate
in incorporating fluctuating time. Thus this paper takes the Wheeler-DeWitt scheme for
quantization.
In quantization, the canonical variables are lifted to Heisenberg operators as
[Mˆabc, Pˆdef ] = i
∑
σ
δaσ(d)δb σ(e)δc σ(f), (32)
[Mˆabc, Mˆdef ] = [Pˆabc, Pˆdef ] = 0. (33)
The operators are assumed to satisfy the properties corresponding to the classical case,
Mˆabc = Mˆ
†
abc = Mˆbca = Mˆcab = Mˆbac = Mˆacb = Mˆcba, (34)
Pˆabc = Pˆ
†
abc = Pˆbca = Pˆcab = Pˆbac = Pˆacb = Pˆcba, (35)
where † denotes Hermitian conjugate of operators.
The ordering of operators in the constraints can be determined as follows. As for the
momentum and scaling constraints, by imposing Hermiticity, one uniquely obtains
Jˆ[ab] = 1
8
(
PˆacdMˆbcd + MˆbcdPˆacd − PˆbcdMˆacd − MˆacdPˆbcd
)
=
1
4
(
MˆbcdPˆacd − MˆacdPˆbcd
)
, (36)
Dˆ = − 1
12
(
MˆabcPˆabc + PˆabcMˆabc
)
= −1
6
(
MˆabcPˆabc − iN(N + 1)(N + 2)
2
)
, (37)
because of their quadratic forms. Here this paper takes the convention that Pˆ is placed in the
rightmost. This is because Pˆ will explicitly be represented by partial derivatives ∂/∂M in the
following section.
The ordering of operators in the Hamiltonian constraint is a bit more involved because
of its cubic form. However, the covariance with respect to the kinematical symmetry, or the
consistency with the momentum constraint Jˆ , requires that it must have the form,
Hˆa = 1
2
(
MˆabcMˆbdePˆcde − iλHMˆabb
)
, (38)
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where λH is a real parameter to be determined. Then, by imposing Hermiticity on Hˆ, it is
determined that
λH =
(N + 2)(N + 3)
2
. (39)
An important question is whether these quantized constraints are mutually consistent.
This can be checked by computing the commutation algebra among these constraints. Since
Jˆ and Dˆ merely generate linear Lie transformations on Mˆ and Pˆ , the commutators containing
Jˆ or Dˆ are rather trivial, i.e. take the same forms as the classical Poisson algebra. Thus the
only non-trivial commutator is between Hˆ. However, in this case too, because the first term
of Hˆ in (38) is linear in Pˆ , one readily realizes that the commutator between the first terms
in (38) takes the same form as the classical Poisson algebra, if the convention that Pˆ ’s are
placed in the rightmost is kept. So the only non-trivial computation is the mixing between
the first and second terms in (38), which actually vanishes as
[MˆabcMˆbdePˆcde, Mˆa′b′b′ ]− (a↔ a′) = 4MˆabcMˆa′bc + 2Mˆaa′bMˆbcc − (a↔ a′) = 0. (40)
Thus the whole commutation algebra basically takes the same form as the classical Poisson
algebra, and is explicitly given by
[Hˆ(T1), Hˆ(T2)] = iJˆ([Tˆ1, Tˆ2]), (41)
[Jˆ(V ), Hˆ(T )] = iHˆ(V T ), (42)
[Jˆ(V1), Jˆ(V2)] = iJˆ([V1, V2]), (43)
[Dˆ, Hˆ(T )] = iHˆ(T ), (44)
[Dˆ, Jˆ(V )] = 0, (45)
where
Hˆ(T ) = TaHˆa, (46)
Jˆ(V ) = V[ab]Jˆ[ab], (47)
Jˆ(Vˆ ) = Vˆ[ab]Jˆ[ab], (48)
Tˆbc = TaMˆabc. (49)
Here one has to follow the ordering of the operators, which are indicated with ,ˆ as writ-
ten above. Thus the quantized constraints form a first-class commutation algebra, and the
Wheeler-DeWitt wave function Ψ could consistently be obtained by solving the Wheeler-
DeWitt equations,
HˆaΨ = Jˆ[ab]Ψ = DˆΨ = 0, (50)
in an appropriate representation of operators.
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The classical time reversal symmetry (17), (18) and (19) can be extended to a quantum
version,
Hˆa(Mˆ, Pˆ )→ −Hˆ∗a(Mˆ,−Pˆ ), (51)
Jˆ[ab](Mˆ, Pˆ )→ −Jˆ ∗[ab](Mˆ,−Pˆ ), (52)
Dˆ(Mˆ, Pˆ )→ −Dˆ∗(Mˆ,−Pˆ ), (53)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugation.
4 The exact wave function for N = 2
This section solves the Wheeler-DeWitt equations (50) explicitly for the simplest non-trivial
case. Consider a representation of the operators in terms of M as
Ψ = Ψ(M), (54)
Mˆabc = Mabc, (55)
Pˆabc = −i∆(abc) ∂
∂Mabc
, (56)
where ∆(abc) is a multiplicity factor defined by
∆(abc) =


6 for a = b = c,
2 for a = b 6= c, b = c 6= a, c = a 6= b,
1 for a 6= b, b 6= c, c 6= a.
(57)
This factor is needed to consistently take account of the properties (32) and (34). Then the
Wheeler-DeWitt equations (50) are a set of first-order partial differential equations on Ψ(M).
The total number of the first-order partial differential equations in (50) is given by N +
N(N−1)/2+1 = (N2+N+2)/2, while the number of degrees of freedom ofMabc satisfying (1)
is N(N+1)(N+2)/6. At N = 2 they both take the same number 4 , and the Wheeler-DeWitt
equations will have a unique solution, granted that it is also globally consistent. Below it will
explicitly be obtained.
An efficient way to explicitly solve the equations is to first solve them on a certain subspace
in the configuration space and then extend it to the whole space. This is equivalent to what is
usually called gauge-fixing, which, in this case, is supposed to be done for Dˆ and Jˆ . As such
a subspace, consider
M111 = 1, (58)
M112 = 0, (59)
M122 = x1, (60)
M222 = x2, (61)
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where x1 and x2 are real. On the subspace, the explicit expressions of the Wheeler-DeWitt
equations (50) are given by[
∂
∂M111
+ x1
∂
∂x1
+ x2
∂
∂x2
+ 2
]
Ψ = 0, (62)
[
(1− 2x1) ∂
∂M112
− x2 ∂
∂x1
+ 3x1
∂
∂x2
]
Ψ = 0, (63)
[
3
∂
∂M111
+ x1(1 + 2x1)
∂
∂x1
+ 3x1x2
∂
∂x2
+ 5(1 + x1)
]
Ψ = 0, (64)
[
x1(1 + 2x1)
∂
∂M112
+ 3x1x2
∂
∂x1
+ 3(x1
2 + x2
2)
∂
∂x2
+ 5x2
]
Ψ = 0, (65)
where the first and the second equations come from DˆΨ = 0 and Jˆ12Ψ = 0, respectively,
and the last two ones from HˆaΨ = 0. By using the first and second equations to solve for
∂Ψ/∂M111 and ∂Ψ/∂M112
‡, and putting them into the last two equations, one obtains[
2x1(x1 − 1) ∂
∂x1
+ 3x2(x1 − 1) ∂
∂x2
+ 5x1 − 1
]
Ψ = 0, (66)
[
4x1x2(x1 − 1) ∂
∂x1
+ 3(4x1
3 + 2x1x2
2 − x22) ∂
∂x2
+ 5x2(2x1 − 1)
]
Ψ = 0. (67)
The two equations (66) and (67) can be combined to delete the non-derivative terms and
obtain [
x1x2(x1 − 1) ∂
∂x1
+ 2(5x1
4 − x13 + 2x1x22 − x22) ∂
∂x2
]
Ψ = 0. (68)
This implies that Ψ is constant along the trajectories satisfying
dx2
dx1
=
2(5x1
4 − x13 + 2x1x22 − x22)
x1x2(x1 − 1) , (69)
which can elementarily be solved by noticing that it can be deformed to
d
dx1
x2
2 =
4(2x1 − 1)
x1(x1 − 1)x2
2 +
4x1
2(5x1 − 1)
x1 − 1 . (70)
The solution is
a0 =
4x1
3 + x2
2
x14(x1 − 1)4 , (71)
with a constant a0. This implies that Ψ depends only on the specific combination of x1 and
x2 indicated in (71) as
Ψ = f
(
4x1
3 + x2
2
x14(x1 − 1)4
)
(72)
‡This corresponds to that variables conjugate to gauge-fixing conditions will also be fixed for first-class
constraints.
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with a function f . Putting this expression back to (66), f is determined to be f(x) ∝ √x,
and finally the wave function on the subspace defined by (58) through (61) is obtained as
Ψ = b0
√
4x13 + x22
x12(x1 − 1)2 (73)
with a constant b0
§ . Extension of (73) to the whole configuration space will be discussed in
the following section.
5 Physical interpretation of the exact wave function
The number of degrees of freedom for N = 2 is so small that this case is very far from
being realistic. Nonetheless it will be seen that the wave function shows interesting features
concerning locality and beginning of universe. The expression of the wave function in the
whole configuration space will also be obtained in this section.
Since the wave function (73) has infinite peaks where the denominator vanishes, there
exists a kind of preference for such configurations. To find their physical meaning, let me first
rewrite the denominator in the form invariant under the kinematical symmetry O(N). One
can explicitly check that the denominator can be rewritten as
x1
2(x1 − 1)2 = 1
2
(MacdMbdeMbefMafc −MacdMbdeMaefMbfc) (74)
= −1
4
∑
a,b
Tr
(
[M (a),M (b)]2
)
(75)
on the subspace defined by (58) through (61), where M (a) are real symmetric matrices defined
by
M (a)bc = Mabc. (76)
The expression (74) can be used in the whole configuration space out of the subspace.
Because of the semi-positive definiteness of the expression (75) for generalM , its vanishing
is equivalent to the mutual commutativity of the matrices,
[M (a),M (b)] = 0, (77)
for all a, b. This implies that the real symmetric matrices M (a) can simultaneously be diag-
onalized by an orthogonal group transformation of the kinematical symmetry. Then, by also
taking into account (1), such Mabc can be shown to be transformed to a symmetric diagonal
form,
Mabc = maδabδac, (78)
§Strictly speaking, since the first-derivatives of Ψ are divergent at 4x1
3 + x2
2 = 0, it is not clear whether
the constant factors b0 in both the regions divided by 4x1
3+x2
2 = 0 must be identical or not. This ambiguity
may be deleted by an analytic continuation with respect to x1, x2 out of real values.
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with real ma by the orthogonal group transformation.
As reviewed in Section 2, the canonical tensor model can be interpreted to describe Hamil-
tonian dynamics of fuzzy spaces [38, 39]. In this interpretation, Mabc correspond to the struc-
ture constants defining a fuzzy space characterized by an algebra,
fa ⋆ fb = Mabcfc, (79)
among functions fa (a = 1, 2, · · · , N) on a fuzzy space. Physically speaking, functions can be
regarded as fuzzy “points” in an appropriate basis of functions, and in the case of the diagonal
form (78), the “points” are mutually independent as
fa ⋆ fb = maδabfa. (80)
Thus the expression (75) can be considered to be a measure of locality among “points” forming
a fuzzy space. Then the divergent configurations of the wave function (73) correspond to the
fuzzy spaces in which locality is maximized.
Next, I will discuss the vanishing locus of the wave function (73). The wave function gets
multiplied by the imaginary unit, when x1, x2 passes through the vanishing locus, 4x1
3+x2
2 =
0. This behavior of the wave function has some similarity to what are often discussed in litera-
tures [40] on beginning of universe born from nothing, since there exists a sort of discontinuity
in the wave function. A more mathematically definite characteristic of the vanishing locus can
be given as follows. One can explicitly check that, at 4x1
3+x2
2 = 0, there exists a real vector
va such that the determinant of the symmetric matrix vaM
(a) vanishes. In this sense, the con-
figuration M is degenerate at the locus, which would agree with the interpretation that the
locus is the beginning of “universe”, since our universe should have started from a point-like
state (or a very small state). One can readily write the above statement in an O(N)-invariant
fashion to reproduce the numerator of (73) as
−Det[M˜ ] = −1
2
ǫacǫbdǫegǫfhǫe′g′ǫf ′h′MaefMbghMce′f ′Mdg′h′ (81)
= 4x1
3 + x2
2 (82)
on the subspace, where ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1, ǫ11 = ǫ22 = 0, and
M˜ab = ǫceǫdfMacdMbef . (83)
By collecting (74) and (81), the expression of the wave function valid in the whole config-
uration space is given by
Ψ = c0
√
ǫacǫbdǫegǫfhǫe′g′ǫf ′h′MaefMbghMce′f ′Mdg′h′
MacdMbdeMbefMafc −MacdMbdeMaefMbfc (84)
with a numerical constant c0. One can explicitly check that (84) indeed satisfies all the un-
gauged Wheeler-DeWitt equations (50).
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6 Summary and discussions
In this paper, the Wheeler-DeWitt scheme of quantization of the minimal canonical tensor
model has successfully been formulated. The classical constraints have been lifted to quantum
ones, and their commutation algebra has been shown to basically take the same form as the
classical one, i.e. be first-class. These constraints form a consistent set of Wheeler-DeWitt
equations, and the wave function of “universe” can be obtained by solving them. Indeed the
unique wave function for N = 2 has explicitly been obtained and its physical interpretation
has been discussed. Although the case of N = 2 is far from being realistic, the wave function
shows physically interesting features such as that locality is favored, and that there exists a
locus of configurations which have characteristics of beginning of universe.
An obvious future question is whether the physically interesting properties of the wave
function found in N = 2 can be generalized to N ≥ 3 or not. Especially, as is reviewed in
Section 2, the emergence of locality is essentially important for the constraint algebra of the
canonical tensor model to be identified with Dirac or the hypersurface deformation algebra
of general relativity. Since the numbers of the dynamical variables and the constraints are in
the order of O(N3) and O(N2), respectively, there will exist larger freedom for wave functions
for larger N , if possible global conditions are assumed to be ignorable. This freedom may
potentially diminish the possibility that the rather clear physical properties found for N = 2
also appear for large N . Therefore it would be important to find qualitative understanding of
the properties of the wave function in N = 2 and to see whether it can be generalized to any
N or not. In addition, a new aspect in N ≥ 3 is that the configuration space contains points
where part of the kinematical symmetry is unbroken, while, for N = 2, the O(2) symmetry
is broken all over the whole configuration space. Since symmetry is a key feature in our
physical understanding of nature, it would be highly interesting to study fates of symmetry,
i.e. whether symmetry is favored or not and how, in the canonical tensor model. Such
studies are also expected to connect the canonical tensor model to tensor group field theories
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16], in which specific groups are chosen as inputs.
The framework of the canonical tensor model is very similar to that of general relativity,
and there exists “problem of time” in the quantization formulated in this paper. Thus it
should be interesting to apply the resolutions developed for general relativity, such as complete
observables [41, 42, 43, 44, 45], to the canonical tensor model, and see how they work. An
advantage of the canonical tensor model in this respect is that it is a finite system and therefore
can be computed in principle without any divergences. An important question to be answered
would be how the standard unitary evolution can be recovered by appropriate choices of time
and observables.
Concerning the above question on time, what seems a problem in the exact wave function
for N = 2 is that there exist no oscillations. In our daily life, time is measured by counting
oscillations, and, also from theoretical view points, it seems effective to formulate time and
distance by oscillations. Moreover, oscillations are widely observed in nature, and if a natural
theory did not contain them, it should be discarded. At this stage it is unclear whether
oscillations can be found inN ≥ 3 or not. However, since there will exist larger freedom of wave
functions for larger N , one will probably be able to consider oscillatory boundary conditions of
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wave functions for larger N . It would be interesting to see whether oscillatory solutions to the
Wheeler-DeWitt equations actually exist or not for N ≥ 3 under such boundary conditions.
The above issue of oscillatory solutions seems also related to the question how the Hamil-
tonian constraint of general relativity may be generated from the canonical tensor model, as
briefly raised in Section 2. Oscillatory solutions are more often found in the second order
differential equations rather than in the first order ones as the Wheeler-DeWitt equations of
the canonical tensor model. Then a possibility is that these oscillatory solutions would be
described by effective second order differential equations, which may be identified with the
Wheeler-DeWitt equations of general relativity. This may not be as fancy as it sounds, since
there exists a good real example; the Klein-Gordon equation, which is second order, is deriv-
able from the Dirac equation, which is first order. In this, an essence is neglecting the spin
degrees of freedom. Since the canonical tensor model obviously contains much more degrees
of freedom than what are necessary for describing field theories, it could be related to general
relativity, only after integrating over its huge part of degrees of freedom. The existence of
the constraint algebra in the canonical tensor model, which is indeed comparable to Dirac or
the hypersurface deformation algebra of general relativity, would play essential roles in such
possibility.
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